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Technical file : Skylux® 160° CE dome for smoke and heat extraction 
(CE approved according to EN 12101-2 and in conformity with NBN S21-208*)

n	 GENERAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Skylux® 160° CE dome consists of:

- An EN approved Skylux® dome** in acrylic or polycarbonate, assembled according to the Skylux® specifications
- A pvc curb (type 16/00, 30/20 or 35/30), polyester (D30 or D50), metal, timber or concrete, with a composed height  
 of at least 300 mm and which is part of the CE agreement for SHEV systems (see pictures below)
- A hinging pvc frame (standard, EP or EP25) or a round grp frame
- External support sheets with accessories for pvc curbs 
- An opening system with one or two 24 Volt actuator(s) depending on the sizes and the wished dome

Complementary:
- One detection unit of the type Skycom® MASTER CE (+ Skycom® SLAVE CE) in conformity with EN 12.101-(9)/10
- Two angle spoilers (optional to improve the aerodynamic coefficient Cv)
- Inner spoilers (optional to improve the aerodynamic coefficient Cv)

n	 ADVANTAGES

-  Large range of sizes (up to daylight size 160 x 280 cm) and excellent Cv-values (up to 0,78)
  decrease the number of appliances needed
- Exceptional insulation (Ug value up to 0,58 W/m².K) 
- Air permeability class 2 according to EN 1873
- 100 % thermal break 
- Skylux® quick mounting concept
- Skylux® 160° CE is also available in round sizes

*  With the use of a Skycom® master CE and Skycom® slave CE detection unit, is the installation Fail Safe and the Skylux® 160° CE meets the norms NBN S21-208.1 and NBN S21-208.3.
**  Skylux® domes are CE marked according to EN 1873.

Skylux 160° CE square Skylux 160° CE rectangular Skylux 160° CE round
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n		 CE SPECIFICATION ACCORDING TO EN 12101-2 FOR SKYLUX® 160° CE

 time until full opening    < 60 sec
 min. functioning temperature (°C)  -15 °C 
 heat resistance (°C)   B300  
 snow load (N/m²)   SL 500 to SL 1000 
 wind load (N/m²)   WL 1500  
 aerodynamic coefficient*   According to size, type curb and spoilers (until 0,78) 
 liability SHE     Re 1000
 liability ventilation   Re 10.000 
 maximum slope    10°
  * please ask for the aerodynamic coefficient determined by lateral wind

n		 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION OPENING MECHANISM

The Skylux® 160° CE is a dome for smoke and heat extraction equipped with a daily ventilation function. On alarm, the 
dome fully opens up to the standard plant regulation (160° or 140° according to the CE certification). Every required 
opening smaller than 160° or 140° can be set on request (but without CE certificate). The actuator has an external electric 
final course.
 

n		 SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OPENING MECHANISM
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small dimensions ( 100 x 150 cm) large dimensions (> 100 x 150 cm)

tension 24 V DC - 48 V DC 24 V DC - 48 V DC

current nominal 2,5 A (per actuator) nominal 4,0 A (per actuator)

number of motors 1 1 or 2 (see pricelist)

opening angle 160° 160°

weight 15,5 kg 25,1 kg

final course electric electric

density IP 54 IP 54

certification CE according to EN 12.101-2 CE according to EN 12.101-2

finish white lacquered galvanised
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Technical file : Skylux® 160° CE dome for smoke and heat extraction 
(CE approved according to EN 12101-2 and in conformity with NBN S21-208*)

n		 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION DETECTION UNITS

The Skylux® 160° CE is operated by a Skycom® master CE control unit, which meets the EN 12.101-10 norm. This detection 
unit with operation on the front panel, specially developed for the Skylux 160° SHEV dome, is equipped with several connection 
possibilities (see technical file Skycom® CE detection unit). The detection unit has autonomy for at least 72h thanks to the in-
corporated batteries. The number of Skycom® masters CE and Skycom® slaves CE is determined per project.

The Skycom® master CE detection unit:  
It can operate 1 or more lineair actuators. For installations with several 
actuators, the Skycom® master CE detection unit is extendable with extra 
detection units Skycom® slave CE. The Skycom® slave CE is equip-
ped with a temperature sensor as positive safety (Fail Safe) if the 
norm NBN S21-208.1 or NBN S21-208.3 is required. Cable sections 
are set in function of the number of actuators and the distance to the 
Skycom® master CE detection unit. It is equipped with an operation 
panel with breakable glass for opening and closing. The LED-lights 
inform you about the condition of the EFC installation, the (battery) 
tension, alarm, cable rupture,… 

n		 ATTESTATIONS, CERTIFICATES AND DOCUMENTATION 

- CE of the SHEV system according to EN 12101-2
- CE of the Skycom® master CE and Skycom® slave CE detection unit according to EN 12101-(9)/10
- In accordance with NBN S21-208*
- DoP on www.skylux.be
- Montagehandleiding via www.skylux.be

Attention: the CE certification is only valid if the composition, execution and the installation regulations are respected. AG.Plastics guarantees the CE 
conformity as described in the documentation and according the plant regulations of the appliances. Every variance, cancels the CE conformity.

Only use original parts delivered by AG.Plastics. Every guarantee is cancelled  if non-original parts are used. The SHE detection unit must be used with the right SHE 
opening system. The use of non-original SHE parts can lead to defects of the system. 
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n	 CURB COMBINATIONS 
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